Watch United Dance Crew Perform

Join us Tuesday, July 18 at 5:00 p.m. for our End of Summer Reading party at the Coolidge Youth Center (660 S. Main St.). This event will feature a presentation and performance by United Dance Crew.

Maybe you didn't participate in the Summer Reading Program but you are still United Dance Crew supporters. This event is still for you. Come and enjoy our award winning dance team!

United Dance Crew, led by Anthony and Adam Cordova, was started in Coolidge in 2009 as a dynamic Christ-centered dance ministry. United, fueled by their mission statement, “Alone we can reach a few but United, we can reach a nation” developed with the purpose of reaching out to members within their own community by identifying with the youth of Coolidge through dance. It’s sure to be a fantastic performance!

As a reminder, completed reading logs are due by Thursday, July 13. And for those that turn in completed reading logs by the due date, we will hold a special raffle at this event.

If you have any questions feel free to call the library at (520) 723-6030.
Build a Better You this Summer with Yoga at the Library

On Thursday, July 6 and July 13 at 4:30 p.m. Certified Yoga Instructor Jennifer White of YogaBox will lead a yoga class right here in the library.

YogaBox is a mobile yoga experience that offers anyone, anywhere the physical benefits of mindful movement through a fun, supportive, and relaxed environment. We will learn different physical poses as well as breathing techniques that can help reduce stress, improve sleep, and improve overall health and wellness.

No previous yoga experience necessary. Space is limited and be sure to bring a yoga mat or towel. Call (520)723-6030 or email library@coolidgeaz.com to register and with questions.

Learn about In-Situ Copper Recovery

Adults—Join us Friday, July 14 at 2:00 p.m. for a presentation about in-situ copper recovery, a technology Florence Copper will soon use to recover copper in Florence, AZ.

Florence Copper staff members will discuss the upcoming pilot test and answer questions from the community about the process, the environmental protections in place, and the jobs and economic uplift anticipated for Pinal County. Attendees will have the opportunity to view core samples from the Florence deposit and sign up for a personal site tour.

Registration encouraged—please call (520) 723-6030 or email library@coolidgeaz.com.

Color Those Worries Away!

Coloring is not just for kids. It’s fun and also helps you relieve stress and anxiety.

Adults are invited to join us on the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays of the month from 1:30 – 3:00 p.m. We supply coloring sheets and colored pencils. Feel free to bring your own, as well.

No need to register. Simply drop by, mingle, color, and enjoy a snack.

Call (520) 723-6030 or email library@coolidgeaz.com with questions.

Adult Book Club Tackles a New Take on Hitler’s Rise to Power

The July Book Club title is *In the Garden of Beasts* by Erik Larson.

The Book Club will meet Tuesday, July 11 from 5:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. To sign out a book club selection, simply visit the library before the scheduled meeting date. You need to have a valid contact number prior to signing out a book and should have a library card. Snacks and drinks are provided.
Play Dungeons & Dragons

Join us on Saturday, July 22 from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. for Earth, Wind, and Shire: the Library's Dungeons & Dragons club.

Dungeons and Dragons is a classic fantasy role-playing table top game that has thrived among devoted players for the past 37 years. Ages 5 and up welcome, as well as all skill levels. This program will repeat the fourth Saturday of every month through August.

Call (520)723-6030 or email library@coolidgeaz.com to register and with questions.

Collect Your Free Back to School Supplies

Through July 22 the library is providing free school supplies thanks to a generous grant from Wal-Mart and help from our Friends of the Library.

Each week, we offer one school supply per student. Simply stop by the library to collect that week's item, which include pencils, notebooks, scissors, etc. Each student must be present for collection.

Call (520)723-6030 with questions.

Thank You for Your Donations!

Each year, we are so appreciative of the generosity of local & state wide organizations that contribute to our Summer Reading Program. By helping to provide prizes, certificates for those that read, among other types of donations, our program is even more exciting for those that participate. We want to thank the following organizations for their donations:

- Chipotle
- University of Arizona Athletics
- Arizona Coyotes
- Arizona Diamondbacks
- Coolidge Parks & Recreation
- Wal-Mart
- Papa Murphy's

Thank you for participating this summer!

Library Closed on July 4

The Coolidge Public Library will be closed Tuesday, July 4 for Independence Day. We will reopen Wednesday, July 5 at 8:00 a.m. Items can be returned during holiday closures in the book drops.

You can still access many library resources when we are closed! Check out cloudLibrary eBooks or RBdigital audiobooks and magazines. Go to www.coolidgeaz.com/library and click on Digital Resources.
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What's New @ the Library?

**A House Among the Trees** — Adult Fiction
By Julia Glass

When the revered children's book author Mort Lear dies accidentally at his Connecticut home, he leaves his property and all its contents to his trusted assistant, Tomasina Daulair, who is moved by his generosity but dismayed by the complicated and defiant directives in his will. Tommy knew Morty for more than four decades, since meeting him in a Manhattan playground when she was twelve and he was working on sketches for the book that would make him a star. By the end of his increasingly reclusive life, she found herself living in his house as confidante and helpmeet, witness not just to his daily routines but to the emotional fallout of his strange boyhood and his volatile relationship with a lover who died of AIDS.

Now Tommy must try to honor Morty’s last wishes while grappling with their effects on several people, including Dani Daulair, her estranged brother; Meredith Galarza, the lonely, outraged museum curator to whom Lear once promised his artistic estate; and Nicholas Greene, the beguiling British actor cast to play Mort Lear in a movie. — Provided by publisher

**Knife Creek** — Adult Fiction
By Paul Doiron

When Maine game warden Mike Bowditch is tasked with shooting invasive feral hogs that are tearing up the forest in his district, he makes a horrific discovery -- a dead baby buried in a shallow grave. Even more disturbing: evidence suggests the infant was the child of a young woman who was presumed to have died four years earlier after she disappeared from a group rafting trip. As Bowditch assists the reopened investigation, he begins to suspect that some of his neighbors aren't who they seem to be. When violence strikes close to home, he realizes that his unknown enemies will stop at nothing to keep their terrible secrets. Mike Bowditch has bucked the odds his whole career, but this time the intrepid warden may have finally followed his hunches one step too far. — Provided by publisher

**MatchUp** — Adult Fiction
Edited by Lee Childs

In this incredible follow-up to the New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller *FaceOff*, twenty-two of the world’s most popular thriller writers come together for an unforgettable anthology. *MatchUp* takes the never-before-seen bestseller pairings of *FaceOff* and adds a delicious new twist: gender. Eleven of the world’s best female thriller writers from Diana Gabaldon to Charlene Harris are paired with eleven of the world’s best male thriller writers, including John Sandford, C.J. Box, and Nelson DeMille. The stories are edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child. — Provided by publisher
*Blind Spot* — Adult Non Fiction
By Teju Cole

When it comes to Teju Cole, the unexpected is not unfamiliar: He’s an acclaimed novelist, an influential essayist, and an internationally exhibited photographer. In *Blind Spot*, readers follow Cole’s inimitable artistic vision into the visual realm. Here, journey through more than 150 of Cole’s full-color original photos, each accompanied by his lyrical and evocative prose, forming a multimedia diary of years of near-constant travel: from a park in Berlin to a mountain range in Switzerland, a church exterior in Lagos to a parking lot in Brooklyn; landscapes and interiors, beautiful or quotidian, that inspire Cole’s memories, fantasies, and introspections. As exquisitely wrought as the work of Anne Carson or Chris Marker, *Blind Spot* is a testament to the art of seeing by one of the most powerful and original voices in contemporary literature. — Provided by publisher

*Theft by Finding Diaries 1977-2002* — Adult Non Fiction
By David Sedaris

For forty years, David Sedaris has kept a diary in which he records everything that captures his attention—overheard comments, salacious gossip, soap opera plot twists, secrets confided by total strangers. These observations are the source code for his finest work, and through them he has honed his cunning, surprising sentences. Now, Sedaris shares his private writings with the world. *Theft by Finding*, the first of two volumes, is the story of how a drug-abusing dropout with a weakness for the International House of Pancakes and a chronic inability to hold down a real job became one of the funniest people on the planet.

Written with a sharp eye and ear for the bizarre, the beautiful, and the uncomfortable, and with a generosity of spirit that even a misanthropic sense of humor can’t fully disguise, *Theft By Finding* proves that Sedaris is one of our great modern observers. — Provided by publisher

*Dragon Teeth* — Adult Large Print Fiction
By Michael Crichton

The year is 1876. Among the warring Indian tribes and lawless gold-rush towns of America’s western territories, two paleontologists pillage the Wild West. They are hunting for dinosaur fossils, while surveilling, deceiving, and sabotaging each other in a rivalry that will come to be known as the Bone Wars. Into this treacherous territory plunges the arrogant and entitled Yale student William Johnson. Determined to survive a summer in the west to win a bet, William has joined paleontologist Othniel Charles Marsh on his latest expedition. But Marsh becomes convinced that William is spying for his nemesis, Edwin Drinker Cope, so he abandons him in Cheyenne, Wyoming. Soon William joins forces with Cope and stumbles upon a discovery of historic proportions. The struggle to protect this extraordinary treasure tests William’s newfound resilience, and pits him against some of the West’s most dangerous and notorious characters. — Provided by publisher
Astrophysics for People in a Hurry — Adult Audio Non Fiction
By Neil deGrasse Tyson

What is the nature of space and time? How do we fit within the universe? How does the universe fit within us? There’s no better guide through these mind-expanding questions than acclaimed astrophysicist and best-selling author Neil deGrasse Tyson.

But today, few of us have time to contemplate the cosmos. So Tyson brings the universe down to Earth succinctly and clearly, with sparkling wit, in tasty chapters consumable anytime and anywhere in your busy day.

While you wait for your morning coffee to brew, for the bus, the train, or a plane to arrive, Astrophysics for People in a Hurry will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines: from the Big Bang to black holes, from quarks to quantum mechanics, and from the search for planets to the search for life in the universe. — Provided by publisher

When Calls the Heart: Heart of Truth — DVD
Featuring Erin Krakow, Daniel Lissing, Jack Wagner, and Lori Loughlin

The arrival of two strangers heralds changes for Hope Valley. There’s a new student, Cyrus, in Elizabeth’s class who feels less than welcomed by his classmates. Jack suggests that Elizabeth introduce a rousing game of baseball to her curriculum. But Cyrus, who wears a leg brace, fears he will still be left out of the fun . . . until Elizabeth finds a way to include him. Meanwhile, Ray Wyatt of the National Pacific Railroad arrives to present his plans to bring the railroad to town—and also feels less than welcomed when feisty Abigail spars with him over the farmland where the tracks will be laid. — Product description

The Sandcastle Empire — Young Adult Fiction
By Kayla Olson

Before the war, Eden’s life was easy. Then the revolution happened, and everything changed.

Now a powerful group called the Wolfpack controls the earth and its resources. And even though Eden has lost everything to them, she refuses to die by their hands. She knows the coordinates to the only neutral ground left in the world, a place called Sanctuary Island, and she is desperate to escape to its shores.

Eden finally reaches the island and meets others resistant to the Wolves. But the solace is short-lived when one of Eden’s new friends goes missing. Braving the jungle in search of their lost ally, they quickly discover Sanctuary is filled with lethal traps and an enemy they never expected.

This island might be deadlier than the world Eden left behind, but surviving it is the only thing that stands between her and freedom. — Provided by publisher
### Learn How to Play Chess

Want to learn how to play chess? Interested in stepping up your game by challenging new players? Then look no further: Knights of the Square Table is the place to be!

Join us the 1st Wednesday of every month for a new chess club here at the Coolidge Library. The club is open to all skill levels, and is available for ages 5 and up. Our next meeting is July 5 at 3:00 p.m. Call (520)723-6030 with questions.

### Arizona Kids Build

Are you interested in architecture? Ever wanted to learn how to build a structure of your own? AZ Kids Build will help you learn how to think about the structures you interact with every day and consider not only how you feel about them, but ways to improve them.

This free day long camp will be held at the Library on Saturday, July 15 from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Recommended for ages 7 & up.

Registration is required: please call (520) 723-6030 or email library@coolidgeaz.com.

### Tween Titans Build STEAM Minds

Are you between the ages of 9 and 12? We have just the thing for you! Tween Titans is both a fun and educational program that focuses on science, technology, art, math, and more.

Tweens will meet every Thursday at 3:00 during the summer, through July 13. Tween Titans will resume its regular Friday meeting time at 4:00 p.m. on August 4.

Registration is not required to attend. If you have any questions, please call (520) 723-6030.

### LEGO Club Fuels Creativity

This is an exciting program for children ages 5-12 years old. We supply the LEGOS and the children supply the imagination! Lego Club will meet every Monday at 3:00 p.m. through July 10. Lego club will resume its regular Friday meeting time at 4:00 p.m. on July 28.

Lego Club is great for kids because it helps enhance their fine motor skills, as well as their social, and problem solving skills. With the fun challenges we provide, Lego Club can be a way to help strengthen those STEM skills, too!

This program is not intended for children under the age of 5. Call (520) 723-6030 with questions.
Budding Bookworms!

Fun Van Takes Break First Two Weeks in July

Fun Van will not meet the weeks of July 3 and 10. They will resume meeting Thursday mornings at a new time, 9:00 a.m. on July 20. Families with children ages 5 and younger are invited to learn new pre-literacy skills.

Raising a Reader teaches parents how to develop the habit of sharing books with their children most effectively. The Fun Van is funded through First Things First. Registration is required: see http://www.ajpl.org/van/ for instructions, or ask us for a Fun Van flyer.

Little Hands Story Time Enhances Communication

Story time is held on Wednesdays at 10:15 a.m. Children can listen to a story and complete a fun craft.

On July 5, Sign with Baby Tucson will lead story time. Don’t let the name fool you though, all preschool ages will benefit! Learn to incorporate sign language vocabulary into a child’s everyday activities to increase communication and foster a better bond between caregivers and children.

Children must be with a parent or legal guardian at all times. Call (520) 723-6030 with questions.

Early Literacy Tip—Babies Start Learning Math Skills through Play

Something as simple as playing with blocks, even if your baby is putting them in his mouth, is the beginning of mathematical and scientific thinking. Through play, your child is discovering shapes, learning how blocks can balance, observing how they fall, and discovering what fits together. It’s hard to believe, but all these explorations are the foundation for later mathematical and scientific thinking. — Saroj Ghoting, Early Childhood Literacy Consultant

Vision and Hearing Screened for Children 0-5

Families are welcome to visit the library on Wednesday, July 12 between 10:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m. Vision and hearing screenings will be given to children from birth to 5 1/2. The key to your child’s good hearing and vision health is early detection!

Registration takes place on site, the day of the screening.

Screenings are provided by the University of Arizona Cooperative Extension in Pinal County and First Things First.
**Budding Bookworms: New Books**

**You Can’t Win Them All, Rainbow Fish** — Children’s Picture Book
By Patty Rodriguez and Ariana Stein

A brand new title in the bestselling *Rainbow Fish* series! Everyone loses once in a while. But being a good sport when you lose isn’t always easy—not even for Rainbow Fish. A lighthearted look at accepting loss without losing your sparkle! — Provided by publisher

**As Brave as You** — Juvenile Fiction
By Jason Reynolds

Genie’s summer is full of surprises. The first is that he and his big brother, Ernie, are leaving Brooklyn for the very first time to spend the summer with their grandparents all the way in Virginia—in the COUNTRY! The second surprise comes when Genie figures out that their grandfather is blind.

Thunderstruck, Genie peppers Grandpop with questions about how he hides it so well. How does he match his clothes? Know where to walk? Cook with a gas stove? Genie thinks Grandpop must be the bravest guy he’s ever known, but he starts to notice that his grandfather never leaves the house—as in NEVER. And he begins to wonder if his grandfather is really so brave after all.

Then Ernie lets him down in the bravery department. It’s his fourteenth birthday, and, Grandpop says to become a man, you have to learn how to shoot a gun. Genie thinks that is AWESOME until he realizes Ernie has no interest in learning how to shoot. Dumbfounded by Ernie’s reluctance, Genie is left to wonder—is bravery and becoming a man only about proving something, or is it just as important to own up to what you won’t do? — Provided by publisher

**Coding Projects in Python** — Juvenile Non Fiction
Edited by Ben Morgan and Steve Setford

Using fun graphics and easy-to-follow instructions, *Coding Projects in Python* is a straightforward, visual guide that shows young learners how to build their own computer projects using Python, an easy yet powerful free programming language available for download.

Perfect for kids ages 10 and over, *Coding Projects in Python* teaches kids how to build amazing graphics, fun games, and useful apps. All they need is a desktop or laptop, and an Internet connection to download Python 3.— Provided by publisher
A Wealth of Information Awaits You

The Coolidge Public Library helps all residents address the desire for self-directed personal growth and development opportunities throughout their lives by providing materials, programs, and services to meet the citizen’s recreational needs.

Email: library@coolidgeaz.com to subscribe to our monthly newsletter and events calendar.

Connect with us online!

www.coolidgeaz.com/library
Like us at Facebook.com/coolidgepubliclibrary
Follow us on Twitter @CoolidgeLibrary
Follow us on Instagram @CoolidgeLibrary

Zinio and OneClickdigital have Combined into RBdigital

In June, the Pinal County Library updated its digital services using a new merged service called RBdigital. RBdigital combined OneClickdigital (audiobooks) and Zinio (magazines) into one comprehensive mobile app to offer new features and ways to discover your library’s content.

RBdigital is offering an informational webinar to learn more. Visit https://goo.gl/GgyCvX for dates and registration. If you cannot attend one of these sessions, you may view one of the on-demand tutorials in the RBdigital Help section of your browser site. Additionally, Coolidge Library will host drop-in info sessions in August. The webinar covers the following:

- A complete tour of the service and your library’s content offerings
- New features of the service and app—and what’s staying the same
- Easy ways to search for content
- Ways to check out or put holds on audiobooks
- Ways to check out magazines
- Methods for reading and listening to your titles

Some of the features discussed in the sessions are not available through Pinal County Library District. Feel free to stop by the library or call with questions.

***Please note your username and password remain the same.***